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Abstract
　While the origins of Sino-Japanese hostility have 
been well-documented, it is also important to under-
stand the role of Japanese corporations in promoting 
and fostering stable and lasting relations between the 
two countries. Experience has shown that this is not 
an easy task. The widespread dissemination of anti-
Japanese activities by the Chinese media has further 
contributed to this negative image of Japanese corpo-
rations. All of this has forced Japanese corporations 
seeking to expand their businesses abroad to grapple 
with the unique challenges of operating within the 
highly politicized environment of Chinaʼs harmonious 
society. 
　The following is an attempt to assess the creation of 
public value in the continuing efforts of Japanese cor-
porations to expand market share in China. By taking 
into account Chinese expectations for the role of Japa-
nese corporations in public life and identifying the fac-
tors that limit supply, it should be possible to formu-
late strategies to facilitate increased localization, now 
seen as essential for success in the consumer and in-
vestor markets of China. The goal of this study is to 
determine the optimal relationship between the cre-
ation of public value and commercial success for Japa-
nese corporations operating in China, and in so doing, 
to develop an analytical framework for fostering great-
er localization in China. More specifically, I have fo-
cused on the performance of local management, as 
measured in terms of profits and growth, both the 
Japanese electronics industry and service industry. 
To date, only a handful of studies have addressed the 
effects of the creation of public value on the economic 
performance of Japanese corporations operating in 
China. This study is an attempt to fill that gap. 
Keywords: Harmonious society, Publicness, Public 
Value, Public Value creation, Localization in society
 Ⅰ　Introduction
　Sino-Japanese relations are perhaps best de-
scribed as both “near and far” - - near in terms of 
geography, culture and economics,1 yet far in terms 
of politics, customs and ways of thinking. In particu-
lar, the “negative heritage” of the Second World War 
has effectively alienated the two countries and led 
to a history of anti-Japanese sentiment in China that 
continues to this day.2 Though Sino-Japanese rela-
tions have generally improved since Junichiro Koi-
zumi stepped down as prime minister in 2006, anti-
Japanese sentiment in China has recently been 
exacerbated by disputes involving the Senkaku is-
lands, the natural resources of the East China Sea, 
and controversies surrounding the Yasukuni Shrine, 
where the spirits of Japanese war criminals are hon-
ored. In March 2009, for example, Prime Minister 
Taro Aso sent a potted plant as an offering to the 
Yasukuni Shrine and referred to the Senkaku Is-
lands3, known in Chinese as the Diaoyu Islands, as 
Japanese territory protected under the U. S. -Japan 
Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security. Follow-
ing the violent anti-Japanese demonstrations of 
2005, it has also had an effect on Japanese compa-
nies and products, creating apprehension over the 
future of Japanese corporate and trade relations in 
China.4 The widespread coverage of anti-Japanese 
activities by the Chinese media has further contrib-
uted to the negative image of Japanese corpora-
tions. All of this has forced Japanese firms seeking 
to expand their businesses abroad to grapple with 
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the unique challenges of navigating the highly po-
liticized environment of Chinaʼs publicist market 
economy. 
　Anti-Japanese sentiment aside, China is currently 
in the midst of a strategic crossroads in its develop-
ment which begs a radical reexamination of the last 
thirty years of economic reform since the Cultural 
Revolution.5 As China has evolved from a “planned 
publicist economy”6 to a “socialist market econo-
my”7 and a “harmonious society,”8 Japanese corpo-
rations have been obliged to approach localization 
in new and creative ways ︵Figure 1︶. In an effort to 
maintain a delicate balance between continuous 
economic growth, environmental protection and so-
cial stability, Hu Jintao and Premier Wen Jiabao9 
have developed political ideologies based on the 
prioritization of social issues rather than purely eco-
nomic ones. As a result, Japanese corporations at-
tempting to make inroads into China must not only 
compete with domestic and multinational corpora-
tions, but also work to improve their public image in 
China by focusing on issues of corporate social re-
sponsibility. 
　The unprecedented rise of Chinese consumerism 
has also compelled Japanese companies to pursue 
new and creative strategies for localization. As re-
cently as ten years ago, when mainland China was 
still used almost exclusively for manufacturing pur-
pose, Japanese operations in China was relatively 
successful. Yet the subsequent shift in corporate 
strategy from “made in China” to “sold in China,” a 
direct result of Chinaʼs growing consumer class, 
has forced Japanese firms to adopt an entirely new 
approach to localization. Technological innovation 
and production efficiency are no longer sufficient, 
as Japanese businesses must now find ways to gain 
the trust of the Chinese market by making mean-
ingful contributions to society. 
　Essentially, effective localization and sustainable 
development in China are the products of a symbi-
otic relationship between the business model and 
local management style of Japanese corporations 
and the political agenda of the Chinese government. 
The contributions made by Japanese corporations 
to Chinese society, as well as their eventual accep-
tance as good corporate citizens, should enable 
Figure 1　A History of Sino-Japanese Hostility since World WarⅡ
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them to expand market share by gaining the accep-
tance of Chinese consumers as well. Under this 
model, the most accurate indicator of economic 
success is the return on Japanese investment in 
Chinaʼs social and environmental infrastructure. 
Hence, in order for Japanese corporations to even 
begin to realize their enormous expectations for the 
Chinese market, they must first learn to prioritize 
an active participation in grassroots activities out-
side the scope of their respective businesses.10 
They must realize that economic success in China 
necessarily depends on compliance with local laws 
and regulations, in addition to addressing econom-
ic, environmental and social issues in a way that 
benefits local communities and society as a whole. 
　This study is an attempt to examine the ways in 
which the creation of public value can help facilitate 
the localization of Japanese corporations operating 
in China. The purpose of this study, then, is to de-
termine the optimal relationship between the cre-
ation of public value and the commercial success 
for Japanese companies in China, and in doing so, 
to develop an analytical framework for fostering 
greater localization in China. Whether addressing 
environmental concerns or contributing to the pub-
lic welfare, the creation of such value must take pre-
cedence over the pursuit of economic profit if Japa-
nese companies hope to thrive in the Chinese 
marketplace. 
Ⅱ　Theoretical Background
　Based on the points outlined above, this section 
provides a critical assessment of ptior research and 
how such resurech may help illuminate the unique 
challenges facing Japanese corporations in China. 
Moreover, the essential elements will be observed 
in terms of public value and clearly defines the ana-
lytical framework relating to corporate activities 
which attach great importance to a corporate sense 
of public duty. 
1　 Prioritizing Social Harmony over Economic 
Construction
　It has been 30 years since the end of the Cultural 
Revolution and the “prioritization of economic 
growth,” yet the Chinese government has only re-
cently begun to address the need for a “harmonious 
society,” as laid out by Hu Jintaoʼs signature ideolo-
gy. Figure 2 illustrates the theory of “Scientific De-
velopment,” which envisions a shift in priorities 
from pure economic growth to social balance and is 
said to encompass the “comprehensive, coordinat-
ed and sustainable development” touted by the 
Third Plenum. As a result, China now faces an im-
portant turning point in its national construction in 
which the need to identify the unintended conse-
quences of economic growth has become self-evi-
dent. In an effort to maintain a delicate balance 
among continuous economic growth, environmen-
tal protection and social stability, Hu Jintao and Pre-
mier Wen Jiabao have come up with a political ideol-
ogy based on the prioritization of social issues 
rather than purely economic ones. This shift in so-
cio-economic vision is perhaps one of the most sig-
nificant to come about in China since economic re-
forms began in 1979. If the left side of the horizontal 
axis in Figure 2 indicates an inclination to prioritize 
equity over efficiency and the lower potion of the 
vertical axis indicates a tendency to strengthen 
regulation, Chinese society is shifting towards a 
more regulated model in which the importance of 
maintaining social equity is gaining ground over the 
pursuit of economic efficiency. 
　Notably, the notion of Scientific Development has 
emerged even as President Hu has attempted to 
foster a distinctly post-revolutionary society in 
which the market, the law, and government institu-
tions circumscribe the parameters of political life. 
In some ways, this ideology attempts to reconcile 
these seemingly divergent political impulses. 
Though such an expansive definition risks render-
ing the concept meaningless, it does point to con-
cerns about rural development, economic dispari-
ties, science and technology, and the environment. 
　As laid out by President Hu, the implementation 
of a “harmonious society” must be accomplished via 
the following policies: ① The building of closer re-
lations between cities and regions; ② Energy con-
servation and environmental awareness; and ③ 
The bridging of economic gaps among different re-
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gions. As part of any successful localization strate-
gy, Japanese firms doing business in China must 
understand these policies in order to compete ef-
fectively. Given the dynamic conditions of Chinese 
market, an understanding of regulatory policies 
and an ability to predict changes in such policies is 
therefore essential for Japanese firms to formulate 
an appropriate localization strategy. Such an ability 
necessarily requires foreign corporations to grasp 
the underlying intentions of the government before 
pursuing a given business strategy. Generally speak-
ing, foreign corporations that are able to acclimate 
to changes in regulatory policy can expect to gar-
ner political support which they can then rely on to 
do business more effectively. They must under-
stand, for example, that relations between cities and 
regions have an enormous influence on supply-
chain management within Chinese transportation 
infrastructure; that environmental awareness nec-
essarily gives rise to energy-saving regulations 
which have an impact on production and risk man-
agement; and that bridging economic disparities 
requires close attention to personnel management. 
　While the dramatic upheavals caused by such 
ideological shifts are no doubt seen as risky for 
many Japanese enterprises, they also represent op-
portunities for them to grow and cultivate their cor-
porate image. Dealing with these changes strategi-
cally, i. e. by keeping track of their timing and 
gauging their effects, will determine whether such 
companies achieve economic success. It is of the 
utmost importance that Japanese corporations de-
velop the ability to adapt quickly to social and politi-
cal contingencies, while at the same time navigating 
the changing contours of Chinaʼs ideological land-
scape. 
2　 The Unification of Economic and Social 
Concerns  
　Though numerous studies have addressed the 
strategic nature of corporate social activity, very lit-
tle work has been done on the relationship between 
its underlying economic and social concerns. In 
general, studies on social activity have dealt with 
one of two topics. Ansoff ︵1990︶ and others have 
emphasized the need for social activities to have 
Liberalization
Efficiency FirstEquity First
The elimination of monopolies and 
formation of a unified domestic market Deng Xiaoping?s ?Rich First? theory 
(efficiency followed by fairness)
Correcting domestic differences  
(between regions, industries and sectors) 
and internalizing social costs  
(i.e. environmental, social security, 
education)
Regulation
The balanced development of a 
socialist economy (as opposed to Mao 
Zedong?s ?Average Fortune? theory)
Figure 2　“Scientific Development” in the “Harmonious Society”
Source: Edited by author based on the data provided by the State Council Information Office of the Peopleʼs Republic of China 
(available at www.gapp.gov.cn).
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strategic “marketing value” so that the corporation 
can remain competitive in a globalized market. Oth-
ers, like Clarkson ︵1995︶ and others, have focused 
on the importance of philanthropic considerations 
in pursuing social activities, viewing the corpora-
tion as a powerful means of promoting social value 
and tackling important social issues. Yet none of the 
research to date has adequately developed specific 
strategies to effectively accomplish both. 
　Therefore, any strategic approach to corporate 
social activity must view such an activity as a form 
of “social concerns” based on the pursuit of the so-
cial good, rather than as an “economic concerns” 
based on the pursuit of private profit. Others argue, 
however, that participating in social activities out-
side the scope of the companyʼs business consti-
tutes an unnecessary drain on corporate resource 
with the potential to obstruct economic concerns. 
Hence the need to find a suitable middle ground be-
tween social and economic concerns, all of which is 
particularly urgent at a time when restricting all 
corporate activity to economic concerns has be-
come increasingly untenable. The importance of 
participating in social activity for the bottom line is 
clearly evident in the success of companies which 
have instituted policies to counteract the adverse 
impact of economic activities on the local environ-
ment. Only by identifying exactly where they can 
best contribute to the host society, and by publiciz-
ing such contributions, can corporations hope to 
achieve a degree of localization. 
3　 Finding Balance within the Socio-Economic 
Equilibrium
　Modern corporations have come to realize that 
“sociality” -- the social expression of a company -- is 
embodied by the concrete activities in which it 
takes part. Practically speaking, this means that the 
types of activities a corporation chooses to pursue 
must now be governed by an organizational attach-
ment to public conceptions of justice, including 
such value as accountability and public welfare. 
This notion of “corporate publicness” ︵hereinafter 
“publicness”︶ refers to the ways in which generally 
accepted social value is incorporated into the man-
agement philosophy and activities of a corporation. 
As such, corporate publicness is also the means 
through which the economic existence of a corpora-
tion is integrated into its social existence ︵Figure 
3︶. 
　As the private sector equivalent of sociality, prin-
ciples of “publicness” require that corporations treat 
all stakeholders, including shareholders, employ-
ees, customers and members of the community at 
large, in a fair and selfless manner. For obvious rea-
sons, this is not always an easy task. As far as share-
holders are concerned, such treatment necessarily 
mandates the pursuit of economic concerns, while 
the treatment of employees, customers and the 
community requires a broader devotion to social 
concerns. 
　In an effort to find a suitable balance between the 
two, all corporate activity must therefore be man-
aged, not only with the interests of the corporation 
in mind, but also with an eye towards maintaining 
suitable balance with socio-economic equilibrium 
for the realization of the greater good. Although the 
prominence and sophistication of social activities 
within the management agenda of multinational 
corporations has been enhanced in recent years, 
corporate scandals continue to arise. More often 
than not, this is the result of managementʼs tenden-
cy to focus solely on the private needs of a corpora-
tion and its shareholders at the expense of its social 
existence and the broader needs of its stakehold-
ers. 
　As the importance of “sociality” for sustaining 
corporate legitimacy has increased, the notion of 
“publicness” could be rapidly becoming the univer-
sal standard to which all corporate activities are 
held. The following section seeks to elaborate on 
this standard by focusing on the role of public value 
creation. 
4　Coming to an Understanding of Public Value
　As discussed above, adopting a management 
strategy based on “publicness” requires finding an 
optimal balance between economic and social con-
cerns. Underlying this balance is the need to con-
ceive of corporations as instruments for the pursuit 
of “public value” as opposed to mere tools for the 
creation of economic profit. Obviously, by optimiz-
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ing the relationship between economic and social 
value, corporations may no longer act to maximize 
profit at all costs, though studies have shown that 
whatever value is created in the process ends up 
being more sustainable. The previous section dis-
cussed the ways in which corporations can come to 
terms with their “social existence” by engaging in 
activities in adherence to “publicness” as an ex-
panded notion of “sociality. ” In order to effectively 
pursue such an agenda, however, it is first neces-
sary to define the standards by which such activi-
ties are measured. This is where the notion of pub-
lic value comes into play. 
　The term “public value” was coined by Harvard 
professor Mark H. Moore in his 1985 book Creating 
Public Value: Strategic Management in Government. 
In this work, Professor Moore conceived of public 
value in the broadest sense as an organizing princi-
ple in a public organization which would enable in-
dividual employees to propose new ideas about how 
to improve the workings of the organization. Until 
recently, little research has focused on public value 
creation within the private sector, though individual 
examples of social engagement have been dis-
cussed. This thesis attempts to fill that gap by ex-
amining public value creation as a means for corpo-
rations to achieve sustainable development in an 
increasingly competitive market. Generally speak-
ing, public value can therefore be defined in two 
ways: ① as an organizing principle in public organi-
zations; and ② as a means of pursuing corporate 
shareholder value in private corporations. 
　Figure 4 provides a framework for this second 
conception of public value creation based on the 
pursuit of both social and economic activities. So-
cial activities, which generally focus on the environ-
ment, welfare, education, and culture, are those ac-
tivities that companies engage in within the local 
and/or regional community over and above eco-
nomic activities, which are meant to maximize prof-
it for executives and corporate shareholders. If pub-
lic value is defined as “the creation of both social 
and economic value in the interests of the corporate 
stakeholders,” the creation of public value should 
Economic performance Social performance 
Social concerns 
Fields outside the scope of business Fields within the scope of business 
Economic concerns 
Social sector 
Legal compliance 
Publicness
Civil society 
Private sector 
Civil sector 
Figure 3　Publicness as an Expanded Notion of Sociality
Source: Drafted by author.
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be considered a priority above and beyond any ef-
forts to improve the corporate image. This formula-
tion of public value is also helpful to the extent that 
it offers a concrete and quantifiable standard for 
evaluating corporate responsibility, which is in itself 
a somewhat amorphous concept. It is therefore im-
perative that companies pursuing localization adopt 
a management style and strategy that incorporate 
public value creation as an integral part of the agen-
da. 
5　 Analytical Framework for Japanese Local-
ization in China
　As discussed above, localization requires that for-
eign companies foster better relations with society 
by contributing to public value. Whatever social ac-
tivities corporations engage in, however, must be 
conducted strategically to ensure that their underly-
ing conception of public value is compatible with 
that of the host country. There are several concerns 
that should be addressed given this issue of com-
patibility. In the case of Japanese corporations oper-
ating in China, distinct strategies must be developed 
for overcoming the obstacles to business in the Chi-
nese market, keeping up with technological innova-
tions, and navigating local regulations governing 
commercial transactions. 
　Figure 5 provides a general framework for Japa-
nese firms operating in the Chinese market to for-
mulate and assess effective localization strategies. 
First, Japanese corporations must learn to exploit 
their comparative advantages as well as Chinaʼs vast 
network of management resource, emerging com-
mercial infrastructure, and pro-corporate policies. 
Such comparative advantages may include anything 
from superiority in product development and manu-
facturing methods to innovative marketing tech-
niques and technology. Yet localization also de-
mands that Japanese companies go one step further 
by using these comparative advantages in further-
ance of Chinaʼs own policies and goals, including 
anything from improvements in the domestic econ-
omy to the expansion of social welfare and environ-
mental conservation initiatives. 
　Essentially, effective localization and sustainable 
development are the products of a symbiotic rela-
tionship between the business model and local 
management style of Japanese corporations and the 
public agenda of the Chinese government. The con-
tributions made by Japanese corporations to Chi-
nese society, as well as their eventual acceptance as 
good corporate citizens, should enable them to ex-
pand market share by gaining the acceptance of 
Chinese consumers as well. Under this model, the 
most accurate indicator of economic success is 
therefore based on the return on Japanese invest-
ment in the development of Chinaʼs social and envi-
ronmental infrastructure. Hence, in order for Japa-
Figure 4　Analytical Framework for Public Value Creation
Source: Drafted by author based on Porter ︵1985︶ pp. 256-257.
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nese corporations to even begin to realize their 
enormous expectations for the Chinese market, 
they must first learn to prioritize an active participa-
tion in social contributions through social activities 
outside the scope of their respective industries. 
That is to say, they must realize that economic prof-
it in China necessarily depends on the creation of 
public value. 
　At a time when Chinaʼs “socialist market econo-
my” is in full swing, there is a growing interest, on 
the part of the government as well as society, in the 
importance of corporate social responsibility for 
sustainable development. For Japanese corpora-
tions operating in China, brainstorming about what 
they can do to address the needs and demands of 
Chinese society, even before such demands materi-
alize, is a prerequisite for expanding market share. 
As a result, Japanese companies must learn to pre-
dict the emergence of social issues in China and 
structure their localization strategies accordingly. 
Only when social concerns become the standard 
for corporate performance will Japanese companies 
begin to gain a competitive edge in the Chinese 
market. 
　With this analytical framework in mind, the fol-
lowing chapter will examine the various types of 
social activities currently engaged in by Japanese 
corporations in China, identifying those activities 
with a particular resonance among the local popu-
lace. An attempt will also be made to assess the im-
pact of this new-found corporate responsibility on 
organizational structure and management style, 
and to formulate novel localization strategies to ac-
count for the growing importance public value. 
Ⅲ　Hypothesis and Methodology
1　Methodology
　Rather than focusing on the Chinese consumer, 
as so many studies do these days, this survey was 
aimed exclusively at Japanese corporations with op-
erations in China. On January 16, 2007, a question-
naire was mailed to the randomly selected public 
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relations departments of 100 Japanese corporations 
from various industries, all of which have offices in 
mainland China ︵Table 1︶. The aim of the survey 
was to determine whether there is a correlation be-
tween efforts to create public value within the Chi-
nese market and economic performance for the 
2006 fiscal year. For the purposes of this study, 
overall profitability and growth potential were used 
to measure financial performance, while investment 
and frequency in various social activities were used 
to measure engagement in social activities. 
2　Hypothesis
　The survey was designed specifically to test the 
following two hypotheses:
　︵1︶　That engagement in social activities within 
the Chinese market increases the profitability of 
Japanese corporations operating in China; 
and
　︵2︶　That engagement in social activities within 
the Chinese market increases the growth poten-
tial for Japanese corporations operating in Chi-
na. 
3　Findings
　Generally speaking, the results indicate that al-
most all of the Japanese corporations which re-
sponded to the survey have exhibited some level of 
public engagement within mainland China. The fol-
lowing is an analysis of these results. 
3-1　Classification of Corporations
　While only 17 out of 100 corporations responded 
to the survey, those that did are representative of a 
diverse range of industries from both the manufac-
turing and services sector. Since most did not con-
sent to the disclosure of their identities for the pur-
poses of this study, they are hereafter referred to as 
corporations A-Q ︵Table 2︶. 
3-2　Classification of Social Activities
　Generally speaking, the results indicate that the 
social activities most often practiced by Japanese 
corporations in China may be divided into the fol-
lowing four categories: welfare, education, culture, 
and environment ︵Table 3︶. Of these four, activities 
involving cultural exchanges, such as sponsoring 
Japanese speech contests or supporting Olympic 
sports teams, were particularly commonplace. Yet 
with the sustained and rapid growth of the Chinese 
economy, public activities involving both education-
al support and public welfare have been receiving 
increasing attention. Several Japanese corporations 
have also been involved in efforts to increase ener-
gy efficiency and to curb deforestation and deserti-
fication. Note that while these activities are clearly 
beneficial to Chinese society, they also represent ef-
fective strategies for boosting brand-name recogni-
tion and improving corporate image. 
　The corporations surveyed engaged in social ac-
tivities in a variety of different fields, including 
sports, education, environmental awareness and 
protection, and cross-cultural communication. 
While the public engagement of the manufacturing 
industry ︵i. e. automobiles, electrical appliances, and 
agriculture︶ was mainly focused on welfare, that of 
the service industry ︵i. e. finance and mass media︶ 
was predominantly cultural in nature. Generally 
speaking, the two most common activities involved 
either cross-cultural exchange ︵35%︶ or public wel-
fare ︵28%︶ ︵Figure 6︶. 
3-3　Investment in Social Activity
　As far as public investment is concerned, the re-
Table 1　Survey Methodology
Category Content
Data Collection 
Process
Paper-based questionnaire in Chi-
nese mailed to 100 randomly se-
lected public relations departments 
of 100 Japanese corporations ︵Jan-
uary to March 2007）
Sample Size n＝100
Representativeness 17％ of Japanese corporations
Table 2　Classification of Corporations
Classification Corporations
Manufacturing 
Industry
Automobiles E, F, N
Electrical Appliances A, B, C, D, L
Electrical 
Equipment
G, H, I, J, M
Food and Beverage P
Service Industry Finance Q
Mass Media K, O
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sults indicate that of the 17 corporations surveyed, 
4 made annual contributions of less than JPY $1 mil-
lion, 5 made annual contributions of around JPY $25 
million, 4 contributed around JPY $50 million, and 
only 1 contributed more than JPY $200 million per 
year ︵Figure 7︶. 
3-4　Frequency of Social Activity
　The results further indicate that the number of 
public activities engaged in by Japanese corpora-
tions for 2006 was relatively small. Of the 17 corpo-
rations surveyed, most participated in less than 10 
such activities per year while only one engaged in 
more than 20 ︵Figure 8︶. 
Table 3　Classification of Social Activities
Category Social activity Description Corporations
Culture
︵47︶
Television sponsorship ︵6︶ Sponsoring television shows B︵1︶, G︵3︶, K︵2︶
Music sponsorship ︵4︶ Sponsoring concerts, music festivals, opera and tradi-
tional performance arts
A︵1︶, D︵3︶
Event sponsorship ︵1︶ Sponsoring competitions involving Japanese chess, 
bridge, painting and calligraphy
B︵1︶
Cultural exchanges ︵8︶ Organizing forums for cross-cultural exchanges （in-
cluding scientific forums）
B︵3︶, C︵2︶, G︵1︶, 
H︵2︶
Sports sponsorship ︵20︶ Sponsoring marathons, walks and aerobic activities A︵2︶, C︵2︶, D︵2︶, 
F︵2︶, H︵2︶, I︵3︶, 
K︵3︶, M︵2︶, O︵1︶, 
Q︵1︶
Other cultural activities ︵8︶ Contributing to the restoration of the Great Wall; orga-
nizing parties within the local community; sponsoring 
artists
B︵1︶, C︵1︶, F︵5︶, 
K︵1︶
Welfare
︵38︶
Support for the disabled ︵3︶ Donating to and supporting the employment of the dis-
abled
B︵1︶, C︵2︶
Combating poverty; elderly and 
children services ︵23︶
Supporting municipalities and nursing homes with char-
itable donations
A︵6︶, E︵5︶, F︵1︶, 
G︵5︶, I︵2︶,J︵2︶, 
L︵1︶, M︵1︶
Medical support ︵6︶ Offering medical facilities; sponsoring blood drives; pro-
viding medical insurance training
A︵5︶, N︵1︶
Other charitable contributions 
︵6︶
Donating and contributing to disaster relief efforts A︵4︶, D︵2︶
Education
︵27︶
Scholarships and grants ︵5︶ Offering scholarships and financial aid; sponsoring 
study-abroad programs and research promotions
B︵1︶, C︵1︶, D︵1︶, 
E︵1︶, H︵1︶
Vocational training centers and 
teaching materials ︵9︶
Building elementary schools; donating equipment, 
teaching material, school supplies, and sporting goods
A︵1︶, B︵1︶, C︵1︶, 
F︵1︶, G︵1︶, I︵1︶, 
J︵1︶, N︵1︶, P︵1）
Educational program 
support ︵6︶
Establishing academic endowments and engineer train-
ing centers; sponsoring seminars and lectures
A︵1︶, C︵1︶, E︵1︶, 
H︵1︶, I︵1︶, N︵1︶
Japanese language 
education ︵2︶
Sponsoring Japanese language debates C︵1︶, H︵1︶
Other events and volunteer work 
︵2︶
Sponsoring competitions in business and various techni-
cal fields
E︵1︶, L︵1︶
Traffic safety training ︵3︶ Establishing driving schools; constructing pedestrian 
bridges, and posting traffic safety placards
E︵2︶, N︵1︶
Environment
︵23︶
Beautification campaigns ︵10︶ Contributing to forestation efforts and the prevention of 
desertification; participating in garbage pickup activi-
ties
A︵4︶, B︵1︶, C︵1︶, 
E︵1︶, G︵1︶, N︵1︶, 
O︵1︶
Environmental protection and 
education ︵8︶
Restricting the use of poisonous substances; teaching 
advanced waste management techniques
B︵2︶, D︵2︶, H︵1︶, 
J︵1︶, Q︵2︶
Environmental technological 
sponsoring ︵5︶
Sponsoring the development of solar power J︵1︶,L︵1︶, O︵1︶, 
P︵1︶,Q︵1︶
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Figure 6　Fields of Socila Activities
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3-5　Incentives for Social Engagement
　The results in Table 4 are noteworthy insofar as 
they suggest that the incentives for Japanese corpo-
rations to engage in social activities within China 
are primarily passive. This could likely be a result of 
the need to focus on business at hand, which neces-
sarily leaves little time for non-business matters. It 
may also reflect the fact that these companies have 
simply not been in China long enough to establish 
themselves. The fact that only 20% of the companies 
surveyed were intent on improving their corporate 
image also suggests that Japanese corporations 
have not adequately publicized their level of public 
engagement within the local market. In order to dif-
ferentiate the brand and improve their image in 
China, it is important that these corporations not 
only step up their efforts at public engagement, but 
also publicize such efforts either in connection with 
or independent of product advertising. 
3-6　Publicizing Social Engagement
　Although the level of social engagement among 
Japanese corporations in China continues to rise, 
these activities go largely unreported by the Chi-
nese media. The results of the survey suggest that 
as much as 35% of Japanese corporations do not ad-
vertise their social activities within the Chinese 
marketplace ︵Figure 9︶. Thus, despite the fact that 
many Japanese corporations have been engaged in 
social activities outside the scope of their business 
for the past several years, the likelihood that the 
Chinese populace is aware of these activities re-
mains low. Given the culture of anti-Japanese hostil-
ity in China, it is essential that these corporations 
actively publicize their contributions to Chinese so-
ciety. 
4　Interpreting the Results
　If there had been a greater response rate, a re-
gression analysis could have been conducted on the 
replies to the survey so as to verify the existence of 
a causal relationship between social engagement of 
Japanese corporations in China and indicators of fi-
nancial success. Since the response rate was only 
17%, however, a correlation analysis was performed 
instead. For the purposes of this analysis, the rele-
vant variables included public investment in public 
activity, frequency of public activity, profitability, 
and growth potential ︵Table 5︶. 
　For the purposes of this survey, the profitability 
of Japanese corporations A-Q for fiscal year 2006 
was measured in terms of return on equity ︵ROE︶, 
which remains the most effective means of assess-
ing how much money a company is making for its 
investors. ROE is calculated by dividing the compa-
nyʼs net profit by shareholderʼs equity, and is there-
fore indicative of how much the company is making 
compared with how much it has invested. The 
growth potential of Japanese corporations A-Q was 
based on the five-year average revenue growth rate 
from fiscal years 2001 to 2006. 
Table 4　Incentives for Social Engagement
Incentives for Engagement in Public Activi-
ties
Ratio
1
In response to requests from business eth-
ics
33％
2
In response to requests from local govern-
ment or NPOs
28％
3 To improve the corporate image 20％
4
To cultivate relationships ︵i. e. with potential 
clients）
16％
5 Other 3％
 Source: Based on multiple answer with top two choices.
?Newspaper articles
?Internet      
?Company homepage
?Other               
Announced, 65%Non-Announced,
35%
43?
31?
 17?
9?
Figure 9　Publicizing Engagement in Socila Activities
Source: Based on multiple answer with top two choices.
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　The rankings for the “Most Valuable Responsibil-
ity Corporation Award,” conferred by the Union of 
Corporate Responsibility Development since 2005, 
are based on the twin criteria of “investment” in and 
“frequency” of social activities. These two criteria 
were therefore incorporated into the survey as reli-
able indicators of social engagement. For the pur-
poses of this survey, investment in social activities 
was based on the amount invested in social activi-
ties by Japanese corporations A-Q for fiscal year 
2006, with frequency of social engagement based 
on the frequency of social activities for the same pe-
riod. 
　︵1︶　 Correlation between Profitability and In-
vestment in Social Activity
　The strong statistical correlation between profit-
ability, investment in social activities, and social en-
gagement ︵Figure 10 and 11︶ could be interpreted as 
evidence that Japanese corporationsʼ participation 
in social activities within China has driven sales and 
profitability. On the other hand, it could also mean 
that highly profitable corporations simply have 
more resources and a greater capacity to engage in 
social activities. Based on an analysis of the survey 
results discussed above, however, the decision-
making authority on the role of social engagement 
in the budgetary and promotional strategies of Japa-
nese corporations rests primarily with the corporate 
headquarters in Japan. This suggests that the social 
engagement of Japanese corporations in China has 
indeed driven sales and profitability. 
　︵2︶　 Correlation between Growth Potential and 
Investment in Social Activity
　As with profitability, the statistically significant 
correlation between investment and participation in 
social activities and growth potential ︵Figure12 and 
13︶ strongly suggests that social activism plays an 
important role in the growth of Japanese corpora-
tions within the Chinese market. 
Table 5　Defining the Variables
Category Variable Identification of Variables
Financial 
Performance
Profitability
Profitability of Japanese corporations A-Q for fiscal year 2006 was 
measured in terms of return on equity ︵ROE）
Growth potential
Growth potential of Japanese corporations A-Q was based on five-
year average revenue growth rate from fiscal years 2001 to 2006
Engagement in 
Social Activity
Investment
Investment in social activities was based on amount of investment of 
Japanese corporations A-Q in social activities for fiscal year 2006
Frequency
Frequency of social engagement of Japanese corporations A-Q was 
based on frequency of social activity for fiscal year 2006
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Figure 10　 Statistical Correlation between Profitability 
and Investment in Social Activity
Correlation coefficient＝0.66
Source: Financial data from fiscal year 2006.
Figure 11　 Statistical Correlation between Profitability 
and Frequency of Social Activity
Correlation coefficient＝0.71
Source: Financial data from fiscal year 2006.
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Ⅳ　Conclusion
1　Results and Interpretation
　The data discussed above strongly suggests that 
a strategic commitment to social engagement is 
closely connected to a companyʼs financial perfor-
mance. The following section offers an analysis of 
these results. 
　It is clear from the results of the survey that the 
decision of Japanese corporations to engage in so-
cial activities within China has not only fostered bet-
ter relations between the two countries, but has 
also improved brand-name recognition and en-
hanced profitability. The following discusses some 
of the potential applications of these results to the 
development of effective corporate management 
techniques. 
　The fact that social engagement appears to drive 
traditional indicators of financial growth strongly 
indicates that the strategic commitment to social 
engagement is closely related to enhanced profit-
ability. Nonetheless, there are still too few opportu-
nities for the Chinese populace to learn of attempts 
by Japanese corporations to engage in social activi-
ties above and beyond their own economic con-
cerns. It is imperative that Japanese corporations 
actively market these efforts in order to promote 
grater cross-cultural understanding. 
　While social engagement has traditionally been 
viewed as a necessary cost of fulfilling the demands 
of corporate responsibility, Japanese corporations 
have recently grown more conscious of its positive 
impact on corporate profits and growth. As shown 
in Figure 14, participating in social activities may 
add cost, but has the potential to improve share-
holder satisfaction as well. An essential component 
of public value creation, social engagement increas-
es investment and labor productivity, which in turn 
leads to other favorable effects in the value chain 
reaction. The end result is enhanced profitability 
and growth. 
　With the 2008 Beijing Olympics and 2010 Shang-
hai World Fair as a milestone and the growth of 
Chinaʼs market expected to continue unabated, 
multinational corporations from around the globe 
have already begun to expand their public activities. 
In order to achieve greater recognition in China, 
Japanese corporations must begin to view the pros-
pect of socail engagement as an investment rather 
than a cost. 
2　Limitations and future avenues of research
　As a preliminary effort to analyze the complex 
relationship between social engagement and eco-
nomic performance among Japanese corporations 
in China, the scope and reliability of this research is 
necessarily limited. As a result, there are still sev-
eral issues left to be addressed. 
　First, the use of management resources for social 
value creation inevitably may have a negative, albeit 
temporary, impact on the creation of economic val-
ue. Yet the resulting improvement of a companyʼs 
Figure 13　 Statistical Correlation between Growth 
Potential and Frequency of Social Activity
Correlation Coefficient＝0.80
Source: Financial data from fiscal year 2006.
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Figure 12　 Statistical Correlation between Growth 
Potential and Investment in Social Activity
Correlation Coefficient＝0.86
Source: Financial data from fiscal year 2006.
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corporate image should, in theory, attract the inter-
est of additional consumers thereby leading to en-
hanced profit and the eventual creation of economic 
value. Still, the initial costs of public value creation 
in relation to its resulting benefits are not easily dis-
cernible. It is also unclear whether the creation of 
social value is best measured by multiplying the 
number of social activities engaged in with the re-
ported effects of those activities. These issues 
clearly require further consideration. 
　Second, the research conducted here is limited 
to an analysis of Japanese corporations in the manu-
facturing industry with operations in Beijing, Shang-
hai and Dalian. Yet Japanese firms from the service 
and financial industries, many of whom maintain 
operations in other regions, have also made inroads 
into China. Since most of these Chinese operations 
were not established until the mid 1990ʼs and have 
therefore been around for less than 20 years, the 
conclusions reached here will necessarily need to 
be reevaluated as time goes by. 
　Finally, to the extent that this research has fo-
cused exclusively on large-scale multinational cor-
porations, the results do not necessarily reflect the 
conditions and obstacles faced by the numerous 
small and mid-sized Japanese enterprises currently 
making inroads into the Chinese market. This is an 
obvious subject for additional research.
Acknowledgements　　　　　　　
　In writing this paper, I have attempted to draw from my 
extensive professional background and experience abroad in 
the hope that my work can help counteract this hostility and 
facilitate the localization of Japanese corporations in China. 
Notes　　　　　　　
1　The total value of Sino-Japanese trade for fiscal year 2007 
was over US $200 billion. 
2　Relations between the two countries have not improved 
despite the expansion of Sino-Japanese labor exchange, 
which exceeded 5 million in 2007 alone. 
3　The Senkaku Islands, also known as the Pinnacle Islands, 
Figure 14　How Public Value Creation Improves Financial Performance
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Source: Edited by auther based on survey results.
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are a group of disputed, uninhabited islands controlled by 
Japan but claimed by the Peopleʼs Republic of China. 
Located roughly northeast of Taiwan, due west of Okinawa, 
and due north of the end of the Ryukyu Islands in the East 
China Sea, these islands are regarded by the Japanese 
government as part of Okinawa Prefecture. 
4　In the spring of 2005, a series of demonstrations, some 
peaceful and some violent, were held across most of Asia. 
They were triggered by a number of issues, including the 
publication of a revisionist history textbook in Japan and 
the proposal that Japan be granted a permanent seat on the 
United Nations Security Council. Across China, businesses 
with connections to Japan were vandalized by protesters, 
as were billboards advertising Japanese goods and stores 
stocking Japanese products. Ironically, most of the 
resulting damage was to businesses that were Chinese-
owned and operated. Several Japanese nationals residing 
in China were also reported injured, though there were no 
fatalities. 
5　Spanning from 1966 until Chairman Maoʼs death in 1976, 
the Cultural Revolution was the result of a power struggle 
within the Chinese Communist Party that manifested itself 
in wide-scale social, political, and economic violence and 
chaos, eventually bringing the country to the brink of civil 
war. 
6　Referred to as a “command economy,” “centrally planned 
economy” or “command and control economy” in its most 
extreme form, Chinaʼs “planned socialist economy” 
consisted of an economic system managed entirely by the 
government. In such systems, the state controls all major 
sectors of the economy and makes all decisions concerning 
the use of resources and distribution of income. In 
unplanned or market economies, however, production, 
distribution, pricing, and investment decisions are made 
by the private owners of the factors of production based 
upon their own and their customersʼ interests. Less 
extreme forms of planned economies, sometimes referred 
to as “planned market economies,” include those that use 
indicative planning whereby the state employs subsidies, 
grants and taxes to further some overarching 
macroeconomic plan. 
7　The so-called “socialist market economy,” also called 
“socialism with Chinese characteristics,” is an economic 
form practiced in the Peopleʼs Republic of China. 
8　The “harmonious society” refers to the dominant socio-
economic vision that is said to be the end result of Hu 
Jintaoʼs signature ideology based on the pursuit of 
“scientific development. ” Along with the xiaokang society, 
which aims for a “basically well-off” middle-class, the 
harmonious society was first proposed by the Hu Wen 
administration during the 2005 National Peopleʼs Congress 
and is widely considered to be the ultimate goal of the 
Chinese Communist agenda. Visible in banners all over 
China, this ideology reflects the underlying shift in focus 
from pure economic growth to social balance and 
harmony. 
9　Wen Jiabao is the Premier of the State Council of the 
Peopleʼs Republic of China and responsible for leading the 
countryʼs cabinet. He also serves as a member of its 
Leading Party Membersʼ Group and is the Secretary of the 
Financial Work Committee of the CPC Central Committee. 
Since taking office in 2003, Wen ranks third in the hierarchy 
of the Politburo Standing Committee and has played a key 
role in the Communist Partyʼs fourth generation of 
leadership. 
10　“Grassroots” activities are those driven by the 
constituents of a community. The term implies that the 
creation of the movement and the group supporting it are 
natural and spontaneous, as opposed to having been 
orchestrated by traditional power structures. Although 
they are often local, grassroots movements have the 
potential for widespread impact, such as when the efforts 
of community volunteers to encourage voter registration 
affects the outcome of a national election. 
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